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Instructions for PrEPARING manuscripts 
FOR ICCCM07 book of PROCEEDINGS 
(Use “01. Title” style)
First AUTHOR (1), SECOND AUTHOR (2) & third AUTHOR (3)
(1) Title, Affiliation Institution, 
Address, City, Zip Code, Country. E-mail (Use “03. Affiliation 1” style for 1st Author)
(2) Title, Affiliation Institution, 
Address, City, Zip Code, Country. E-mail (Use “03. Affiliation 1” style for Co-Authors)
(3) Title, Affiliation Institution, 
Address, City, Zip Code, Country. E-mail (Use “04. Affiliation 2” style for last Co-Author)
Abstract  (Use “15. Non Numerated” style)
Please ensure that your final manuscript strictly follows this template. The limit number of pages is TEN. Manuscripts with more than TEN pages will not be accepted. You should submit your final paper by e-mail to Prof. Francisco Taveira Pinto: fpinto@fe.up.pt" fpinto@fe.up.pt up to June 30, 2007. Please use the ”06. 1st paragraph” style for the manuscript text. Maximum number of characters is 500. Please assure that your final paper is written in perfectly correct English – otherwise it will not be accepted. 
Guidelines for e-Submission (Use “05. Numerated Headings” style)
2nd Level Heading  (Use “06. 1st paragraph” style BOLD – allow a tab at 0,63 cm)
1.1.1 3rd level heading (Use “06. 1st paragraph” style ITALIC)
The file icccm07_template.rtf contains styles for all components of the manuscript within MS Word, e.g., “06. 1st paragraph” for the first paragraph following a header and “07. Text Indent” for indented paragraphs.  
You can delete this sample text and replace it with the text of your paper. However please note that papers must strictly follow this sample, and therefore we strongly recommend you that you keep an initial version of this file for reference. 
The book trim size will be 16,5cm by 23,4cm; you should prepare your paper on custom paper size (16,5cm width and 23,4cm height). 
Use the mirror margins as follows Top:1,2cm; Bottom: 1,6cm;  Inside: 1,7cm; and 
Outside: 1,4cm. 
Header is at 1cm and Footer at 0,8cm from the page limit, respectively. 
If you use another word-processor to construct your output, and you are using the final hard copy version of this file as a guideline; then please follow the style given here for headings, table and figure captions, and the footnotes and citations. 
The text should be set in 9 pt “Book Antiqua” with a leading (interline spacing) of 12 pt. Type the title of the paper in 11 pt boldface and in upper case. 
Authors’ names are set in 9 pt and in upper case. Affiliations are in 8 pt italics. 
Figure and table captions should be in 8 pt. These captions should have justified alignment within the table/figure width.
It is also important to reproduce the spacing of the text and headings as shown here. Use a leading – average distance from the base of one line of text to the base of an adjacent line, of 12 pt and 10 pt for footnotes. 
1st Level heading should be separated from the text preceding it by a vertical space of 12 pt and by 6 pt from the subsequent text. The 1st Level heading is in 10 pt boldface, upper and lower case. 2nd Level heading is in 9pt boldface, upper and lower case. 3rd Level heading is in 9pt italics.
Paragraphs should have its first line indented by 0.63 cm except where the paragraph is preceded by a heading. Also, please avoid separating paragraphs by the two pages. However, please also avoid wide empty spaces. 
Headings, Text and Equations
2.1	2nd Level Heading  (Use “06. 1st paragraph” style BOLD – allow a tab at 0,63 cm)
Please preserve the style of the headings, text font and line spacing in order to provide a uniform style for the “Book of Proceedings”. 
Equations should be centered and numbered consecutively, as in Eq. [1]. An alternative method is given in Eq. [2] for long sets of equations where only one referencing equation number is wanted.
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List
Lists can be provided using either numbers or bullets:
1.	Numerated List item 1 using the style “09. ListNu”;
2.	Numerated List item 2 is an example of a longer list item that wraps to a second line, where the second line is indented;
3.	Numerated List item 3.
The example for bulleted items uses the “10. ListBu” style:
·	Bulleted List item 1;
·	Bulleted List item 2 is an example of a longer list item that wraps to a second line, where the second line is indented;
·	Bulleted List item 3
Tables & Figures/Illustrations
Tables should be designed to have a uniform style throughout the paper, following the style shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Caption heading for a table should be placed at the top of the table and within table width. (Use “11. CapTable” style)
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Authors are advised to prepare their figures in black and white. Please prepare the figures in high resolution (300 dpi) for half-tone illustrations or images. Half-tone pictures must be sharp enough for reproduction otherwise they will be rejected. Please ensure that each figure is correctly scaled to fit the space available (ensure that everything can be read easily).
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Figure 1. The caption heading for a figure should be placed below the figure and within figure/illustration width. (Use “12. CapFigure” style)
	Footnotes and the citation
Footnotes are denoted by a character superscript in the text,bb Just like this one. (Use “14. FootNote” style) and references are denoted by author’s last name(s) and publication date (e.g. Abcde, 2005 and Abcde et al., 2006). References should be listed alphabetically at the end of the paper.
Acknowledgments (Use “15. Non Numerated” style)
This is where one acknowledges funding bodies, etc. Note that section numbers are not required for Acknowledgments and References. 
References (Use “15. Non Numerated” style)
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CD-Rom Format: Author(s) name Year of publication. ‘Title’, [CD-ROM], Edition, Publisher, Place of Publication. (Use “16. bibitem” style)
WWW Format: Author of webpage Last update or copyright date, Homepage Title [Homepage of...], [Online]. Available: URL [Access date]. (Use “16. bibitem” style)

